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Literature & Language Arts 
Grades 6–8 
 

Create a Story Spine 
Can you create a story on the fly? You sure can. With this technique, it’s easier than you 
think!           

There are many different ways to create and tell a story. One of the easiest and most 
popular methods for quickly outlining a simple plot is known as the Story Spine. 

Theater director and educator Kenn Adams created the Story Spine technique in the 
early 1990s as a way to help actors improvise, or make up, a full-length narrative play—
and to do so on the spot, without a script. This method gained popularity when Pixar 
Studios revealed that its writers use this technique to craft screenplays. 

The basic Story Spine is very simple: It is a list of sentence starters that create the 
framework for a story. You finish the sentences, building details as you go and—voila! –
you have a story. These sentences starters are: 

Once upon a time…    
And every day…    
Until one day…   
And because of that… 
And because of that… 
And because of that… 
Until finally…. 
And ever since that day… 

 
Simple enough, right? Now, take a closer look at the sentence starters to help you 
understand what each sentence adds to the story and why it works so well. 
 

Once upon a time… 
This sentence introduces readers to the characters and setting. Try to complete the 
statement with concrete details like the main character’s name and a vivid description 
of the time and place. 
 
And every day… 
This sentence establishes what is ordinary for your characters and setting. You can still 
include unexpected or weird details, so long as they reflect the main character’s life and 
personality. These first two sentences work together to reveal the main character’s life. 
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Until one day… 
This is where you introduce a change, which is also referred to as the inciting incident. 
This change starts the adventure and gives the main character something to react to. 
 
And because of that… 
In these sentences, the character must react to the events of the previous sentence and 
take new action to solve the problems. Each new sentence is an additional complication 
or opportunity and propels the story forward. You can use as many of these as you like. 
Three are listed in the example above, but feel free to use more if desired (or needed) to 
tell the story. These sentences, along with the next one, show the character’s quest to 
solve the problems. 
 
Until finally… 
This is the climax, or turning point, of the story, when all the hard work pays off and the 
main character finally solves the problem. For example, that character might defeat a 
foe or find the lost treasure. 
 
And ever since that day… 
After the main events of the story are resolved, the characters settle back into a new 
normal. But things will never be quite the same as before; the characters have changed 
and grown as a result of their adventures. 
 
 
Here is an example of the Story Spine in action: 
 
Once upon a time, a girl named Rose lived in the faraway kingdom of Seaside, where 
many people feared the hidden depths of the ocean around them. 
And every day Rose would play on the beach with her dog, Roxy, and watch the waves. 
Until one day, Roxy was distracted by something and ran behind some rocks. 
Because of that, Rose followed and found a mermaid tangled in a fishing net. 
Because of that, Rose decided to free the mermaid and help her back into the water. 
Because of that, the mermaid gave Rose a charm that would allow her and Roxy to 
breathe underwater and visit the mermaid’s home. 
Because of that, Rose began spending more time under the sea than on the beach.  
Until finally, Rose asked if she could live there permanently, and the mermaid agreed. 
And ever since that day, Rose and Roxy have played beneath the waves they used to 
watch. In the end, their curiosity about the unknown was stronger than their fear of it. 
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Improvise Your Own Stories 

Now it’s your turn. Choose one or more of these activities to complete. 

1. Use the Story Spine format to create three original stories of your own. 
 

2. Create three original stories with a partner. To do this, take turns, each of you 
providing the next sentence in the story, going back and forth. Can you work 
together to create a collaborative story? 
 

3. Pick several of your favorite books or movies. See if you can rewrite their basic 
stories in the Story Spine format. What would Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone look like as a Story Spine? What about the original Star Wars movie?  


